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'lAC Subgroup Minutes 
Tues. AM, May 12, 1992 

Meeting called to order at 8:39, Dave Bagby chairman, Carolyn Heide secretary. 

Procedural Introduction by Mr. Chairman 

We arc not using our time wisely. The process has been he who talks longest and loudest wins, 
which is not an effective method. Here is a proposal for a different syster,1 - which is taken from a 
paper which Wd::> submilted to 802.11 about 18 months ago for submission processing. We are not 
capturing issues and arguments well at the moment, so we spend a lot of time repeating ourselves. 

This procedure says - we will record some issues and their arguments. We will keep a log of what 
is talked about, what the positions are and what the arguments were that got us to our decision. 
New people can then review these and come up to speed quickly. 

New Issue 

no 2/3 vote to close? 

new f8ctS? yes 
no 

2/3 vote to re-open? --------....,.-J yes 

no 

- anyone can open a new issue; 

- there will be a log of issues; 

- 2/3 vote in support closes the issue; 

- issues can be fe-opened due to new points on an issue - issues will not be re-opened if there are 
no new facts. Issues will not be re-opened simply due to a desire to revisit because the conclusion 
was not liked; 

- issues em be re-opened because 2/3 of thc people think it should be, regardless of no new facts; 

- framc thc qllcstion; log thc issuc; movc on to other things ,mel revisilto give time to propcrly 
I:onsidcr bcfore \·oting. If \\'c actu~lll)' wcnt home and considered issues people who cared coulc! 
submit position papers and we can all consider these properly before the actual vote. This helps 
avoid thc cmotionally of tile momcnt. 

DisclIssion: 
Jim S,'hllc-;,il' r: [n thc Cl"C where somCllnc \\anL> somcthing Jnd nccd" :l\1pro \~11 a 50'{' \otc is 

morc n()rm:11. "5()C';' still ~lrpr()pri:llc I'm motion ,,' 
D:I\'l': .-\\SI u-;cs ~ /.' :1 lot. \\'c can ri ch: <In\ ' nllmhl'r \\c \\~\Ilt hl'rc, Con,;i~iL'ncy 01' thc licrccnt 
111l111hl'r 1111' (I(bc :ll1d rC()[1en i ~ 11ll[11)fI~lnL II' thi s i., a morn I'ull or technical C,\[lCrlS IS a sirnplc. 
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maJo fIL J rc;.lil y compe llill g e ll ough .' lL also makes it harder to ge t a dec isioll . When we tried to 
do th is in the 802. 11 group the re was a lot of di scuss ion - in the subgroup maybe we can be more 
informal. 
.Yi£: Officially for a working group it is 75% 
Davc: We require full 802.11 working group ratification to approve anything we do here 
anyway. 
lim: Thinks this is good, this is really only a subgroup after all. 
~: MAC has larger attendance than PHY, so we have most of the working group voting 
percentage in here.So we do have to be a bit careful. 
Wim Diepstraten: Should there be a specified time between opening and closing? 
~: Depends on whether you get the vote quickly. If an issue doesn't get 2/3 it sits there open 
forever. Play it by ear and see what Lime works for us. We need LO provide enough time so that 
people who didn't make the meeting get a chance to comment too. Let's try something and give 
it shot. 
~: Perhaps at least two meetings. 
Dave: Don't wait too long because if we agree we should move on. 
Chandos Rypinski: A minimum of one meeting is necessary to close a significant issue so there 
is a possibility of listening and reacting. 
Wim : How about an issue brought up at one meeting cannot be closed until the next? 
~: Let's try it that way. When people think an issue is going to be closed immediately 
everyone feels they must immediately repeat their agreement to get on record. This should move 
us along faster - if you want to say you agree, say just that. 
Wim: Should there be a separate record for issues? 
~: Issues can just be noted significantly in the minutes then extracted later 
Francois Simon: In some working groups it is required that you shall not make a decision 
withoutthe one meeting delay. 
lim: In SCSI there was a two minute rule - anyone could say when a new issue came up then in 
two minutes you had to explain what the issue was and everyone had to agree that it was an 
issue. 
~: Perhaps I should just decide. 
Don Johnson: A paper itself could be an issue. 
~: We are looking for real issues here - it should be obvious. if it turns out to be problem. 
We can get more formal then. Asks for an exception to the "keep everything open for one 
meeting" by making this formal now. 

Motion #:1 That we adopt this procedure for issue approval in the MAC 
subgroup. 

Moved by: 
Seconded by: 

Motion Discussion: 

Jim Schuessler 
Simon Black 

Francois: Do we want the 2/3 vote for approval? 
This is generally agreed by the group. 

Approved: 19 Opposed: 0 Abstain:2 

General Discussion: 

Motion # 1 passes 

Davc: Everybody may participate and vole in the subgroup. All decisions have to be ralified by 
the plenary which is the official vOling list, S:1 we can do no harm here. Please everyone 
participate in discussions and \,Oles 
Chan: It would be valuable - we have already reached conclusion on olher delails. People may 
bring lip old issLles. [lerh<l[lS \ve should rind old issues and formalize them now. 
Da\c: Thal would a good thing Cor an off-line group lO address. 
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e h.lll: r l l r C'\ ~lll1pk thc "; .. \ t-:jl h~lIhbh:i1,c I S III 1l1~ll1 y proposals, so tilal mi g ht be one. 
D:1\'e : [n an c \'cnin g ~) small grou[) could do this . An issue "hould be phrased for a yes or no 
answer or a \'ery small list of choices, [t woule! be like inventing :1Il issues log and having a 
quick vote on them . Between now and the next meeting please submit them. We may need to try 
to inter-re late them. :-'lore people may work on things thi~ way by assigning groups to go off line 
to address issues. ' 
Fran~ois: I am concerned about where we have been, and I don't know where we are going. Two 
septi rate things are happening: people are doing a piece of work, or submilting a proposal for us 
La look at. We may match the proposal against our criteria - however when matched against the 
uncompleted functional requirements the proposal doesn't match. At one point we were looking 
at proposals without functional requirements. 
~: Hoping this will help. Before we leave a meeting we can say at the next meeting we want 
to close these particular issues . This gives a way to focus work done in between meetings. 
People can prepare [or specific things that are going to be addressed at the next meeting. In the 
past, from meeting to meeting we didn't know what we are going to do. People are bringing 
proposals for total systems and arguing for them to be adopted. 
Fran~ois: These were proposals for designing and we are trying to make a standard, not a design. 
We were: pUlling the carl before the horse. 
Dave: Lets do some issue recording, some arguments, and review new submissions. This 
meeting will be a bit is a mismash, but you arc here to do work· what do you want to 
accomplish now? papers: 92/49 by Ken Biba (Ken is not here); 92/51 by Wim Diepstraten 
(estimates I hour [or presentation); 92/52 by Rajeev KrishnamoorLhy (estimate 1/4 hour for 
presentation); 92/55 by Chandos Rypinski (estimates 1/2 hour without questions). Any other 
business? 
Fran~ois: How is the MAC group going to work? Right now I don't see the light at the end of the 
tunnel. We have a bit of a MAC/PHY interface; lots of presentations of MAC proposals which 
have been kind of matched to set of criteria which don't match the functional requirements as 
they stand today. Where are we going? 
Qum: The functional. req. could be written to define a kind of decision on the system - in order 
to proceed we are gong to have to have a set of requirements which don't anticipate the answer. 
Large scale system or autonomous system? If we take a position other than both we can't work -
I hope we can define a system that is both - we have got to get off the idea of getting one out by 
tinkering with the functional requirements. We need an answer - one, the other or both and we 
better decide both or we are paralyzed. 
Fran~ois: We are dealing with large scale issues which are standard issues. A MAC proposal is 
just that - not a standard. 
~: If we had a functional. req. document we could decide what to do to meet it. But we cant 
afford to sit and wait for that to be done. The issue process will help that - issues will be some 
small and some broad, some will not be agreed on due to large philosophical questions. This 
procedure was ripped off the ANSI committee. 
JQhn CQrey: Is the idea to let individuals make proposals, then we evaluate, then we select? Or is 
the idea to set down the criteria, then as a group develop a protocol - dQ we develop, or do we 
accept someone's development? 
Dave: Personally - I think it will be a bil of bOlh . A group will not design a protocol, we will 
adapt sOlnenne's or a combination of se\' eral. We will accept sOlneone 's general approach and 
modify it. 
John: Evaluation c rite ria - when a pro[1osal comes in, if a submi ss ion complies with our 
requirements . it would be qu icker to dec ide how much of that protoc ol is applicable - is it 
possible Cor us to "el down a li s t of things that the protoc'll must do, then submissions can be 
e! es igned to Ill ee t th 21ll 
n .1'.',': Thl ' j , dilli c' l1ll. ~\ Il.! 111.1 \ h ,' r " I"'~lIill:; rll nc'li O ll ~Jl requirements I\·o rk. 
Jnhl1: '.'01 Ih ,' I'll I I r"LJuir l' lll('nl ~. hut jlht the rrotocol c lemcnt.' , 10 m~lk e sure that it is going in 
th e dircclh'll 1\ ',' '.\~lTlt t,) ~(). 
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D.I\ c: The lhlll.>,; III do lills Illuming IS LO review papers. InviLes anyone inLeresled this evening to 
write down exisling issues such as - should ad-hoc nets be supported? shuuld infrastructures be 
supporled? (Those are broad, but aftcr those are sCllled less broad ones will arise) This will 
begin to constrain us - lhen when proposals arise we will begin to have a list. 
\Vim: Isn't this duplicating functional requirements work? 
~: If it does, then those issues are automatically settled. It would be unfortunate, but we must 
move on. Basic issues only - we will just capture them, not decide yet. When we get to a written 
standard there shouldn't be any open issues. 
1Qhn: You are assuming a single standard? 
Qilln: There are issues on which agreement is impossible. 
~: There are a bunch of issues to be answered - for instance do we allow optional features. 
This would settle one standard or a more flexible one. Let's move on to presentation of papers. 
Be thinking of issues as we go along. Goals for tonight's issue listing group - not to skip dinner, 
not to stay up all night, and to make some progress. 

IEEE P802.11-92/51 A Wireless MAC Protocol comparison, by Wim Diepstraten 

Pages 18 to 40 contain Lhe presentation slides. 

Perhaps some common ground for comparison methodology for the future can be found. The 
purpose here was not to come to a conclusion, just to compare. 

Only data is considered, not voice and data ( i.e. time bounded). 

On page 20, centralized: use of "efficiently" is a personal decision. Will not have enough 
knowledge to decide on a per station basis which stations can operate in parallel to do data 
transfer; uses wireless medium bandwidth and backbone (distribution system medium) bandwidth 
as well for supervisory information; distributed system does not require extra supervisory 
information on the medium, medium is automatically shared. 

Dr. Natarajan asks if this is assuming a single channel PHY? Wim replies that 3 cases are 
addressed in the paper. Even when multiple channels are available, there will still be some co
channel interference, there is not infinite isolation. Code division isolation has even more obvious 
isolation limitations. The interference can be significant. But the MAC must be able to operate in 
a single channel case, so this is clearly the worst case and that where the interference is most 
obvious. So this is not only applicable for a single channel environment. 

When considered here Ken Biba's LBT is slightly modified for 'proper' operation. 

Maximum length of 1088 bytes was chosen because this is the Novell maximum (the peer-to-peer 
and client-to-server evaluation scenarios were also chosen to emulate Novel support). 

PHY used is WaveLAN PHY: 2 Mbit/s and characteristics unique to that PHY. Simon Black asks 
if the PHY includes polarizalion, diversilY and all facilities that it includes? Wim says yes, 
protocols all analyzed running on the same PHY. 

Chandos Rypinski says, the load is generated by 7 stations. Is there no case of 2 stations operating 
at the same lime') Wim: in a single network doing peer-to-peer it is a rare circumstance when 2 in 
operate in pa rallel. The model includes that possibility - it will depend on the interference at the 
intended rece iver wheLher lhallransfer is successful or not. 

Thi s is the same simulator \vhich was illlroduced last meeting, in submiss ion 92/26. 

The lheoretica l case considered in lilerature usually has an unlimited data supply where the delay 
goes to infinite on ove r-sur pl), . In a realistic model a Poison distribution is normal (and is used 
here ). 
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, \:r "L.llI LJ n, lh~ th roug hpUl per ,LallOn 1::0 l h~ onl y lhl ng lhallS IntereSl1ng, \\ '!len the ol1cred load 
~xceeds C1[X1City it is no longer im[1onanl. The c,l[1acity of a station to genei,lle trarric creates the 
load, and the limita tion is the access delay, which is a function of how busy the network is, 

Discussion: 
Don Johnson: Actual load (because access delay varies) is just what gets through. You don't 
loose any packets? 
Wim: No, not in protocols that have MAC level recovery. In a high load situation there will be 
stations in various parts of the delay process . 
Chand os Rypinski: There is a load queue behind each station trying to get in . 
Wirn: There is only a single packet queue in ,'ach station. 
Don: But mo re stations make more delay, so 7 stations is a limit. 
Wim. Sure, that's why there should be a separate simulation [or high population. 
Don: This is more realistic than most simulations however. 
Wim: The trans fer delay is the access delay + transmission delay . 
.cb..an: One packet is about 4-5 msec, there is one contention event per packet, or approximately 
every 5 msec. So co ntention events would be larger spaced, depending on the random delay. 
" ,rim : For this simulation only. 
Don: This is typical because on Novell there are usually large file transfers broken into 1088 
byte packets. 
Wim : Goal was to be more realistic than the typical load/throughput literature. 
KS Natarajan : What range of delays is used? 
Wim: 1 to 320 msec. with a mix of short and long packets because Novell sends short request 
packets followed by the response with the data. So 60% to 80% of the packets on the medium 
will be short, so I use a 60% short, 40% long. 

The ALOHA curve is straight for throughput versus buffered load because there are NO transfer 
delays - performance is lousy, delay is perfect. It makes a good reference because everyone is 
familiar with it. 

The delay is only for packets that get through, but there are MAC-level recovery and non-MAC
level recovery protocols evaluated here. So a higher transfer delay reflects the overhead required 
for the MAC-level recovery protocols. The non-MAC-Ievel recovery protocols don't reflect the 
lost packet delay . 

Discussion: 
Simon Black: Of the protocols evaluated 2 have MAC-level recovery, 2 don't - should they not 
be on the same graph? You can't compare the resulLs. 
Wim : That's why I'm explaining it! (appreciative laughter from the crowd) 
.s..i.rrJ..Qn: I'd like see what happens to the Wavelan system when there is MAC-level recovery . 
Wim: The client-server figures reOect this because the recovery is done at a higher level. 
Sin:lilll: No fragmentation in the MAC is assumed here also? 
\Vim : Yes. That is why I have graphs for varied packet sizes - I suspect that in a wireless 
environment we will want to limit the length of the data packets . Large packets are more 
effic ie nt, but we must com[1ens,lle [or the highe r probability of error (espec i:llly in the moving 
st,nion situati on), 

~ote that in lh~ shorter pacKets, or mixed pacKet sizes, the curves become less different because 
the high overhead (for instance of the LBT RTS/CTS) becomes more significant. 

Dclay is also increased \vitli number of stations due to collision, nOljust amount of tralTic, so there 
;Ire silllui:ltions of pcrformancc \'crstlS number or stalions, You may say, how em there be 
lhrOLl~hJlllL \Iith 1 sution - althou6h wc :;:1)' \\C ha\'c 7 stations, \Ih;!t \\c h,l\C is 7 plus a ~C f\'er, so 
Ihere is <1111':lY<;:l destin:tlion, 
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rilere arc I,)~L pcl,k,~L.' III the LGT - Lhe:-,e m,l)' be RTS;'CTS p~ICKel.S. The pUillL o[ the prLJLOcol is to 
have these rackets lost and not the actu;ll d~lla. Although this may stop lost paCKets, it may 
decrease throughrut to much. The packet loss rate of a CSMA!(' A+ACK has less overhead and 
not much more p'lc\.::et loss. 

Assumption of no error rate, there is always sufficient signal for transmission. The model accounts 
for Interference, not noise. While Simon's simulations focused on noise, I think interference is the 
limiting criteria. A specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required for a packet to be successful. 

Preamble length required by a PHY is considered - see the graph on page 32. This is very 
important for higher speed systems where you need, for instance, equalization. Training time is 
required and it becomes significant. This effect is more significant on high overhead protocols 
such as the LBT. 

Next there are grilphs considering throughput versus network separation. The overlapping 
networks do not show horizontal lines due to: not consistent overlap (some stations overlapping. 
others not); interference slopes off as the stations get farther away. Chandos adds that eventually it 
would bccome nat, [or instance one network in New York and one in Amsterdam. Docs another 
station have 0 interference? No, but it becomes weaker. Chan states how greatly pleased he is (as 
are we all!) to see these different parameters explored realistically. 

The area around an LBT conversation which must be quiet is larger than that around a CSMA 
conversation. However this does not appear to be significant according to the graphs. Wim 
expected to see th is difference. 

The large drop at end of bottom graph on page 35 is just an interrupted simulation run. 

In the increasing distance between network scenarios, there are effects according to where you are 
in which network. To create the data, network 1 is moved to the right while the other is held still. 
So a station on the far left of the stationary network eventually has no media sharing. while that on 
the left of net 2 has large sharing always. 

The graphs which use 20 db between networks are considered to be at inter-floor separation. Chan 
points out that 0 m difference is unrealistic if 20 db is the difference. to which Wim replies that 
the distance starts at 5m, not zero - look I,;arefully at the graph, the first point is not exactly on 
axis! 

LBT is more effective on the hidden station problem, so it has less variance in the overlapping 
network cases. The one network situation is less affected by this problem so the 3 protocols look 
more similar. 

Discussion: 
Chan: Hears an inferred conclusion here. Of the two methods - (1) sending whole data packet 
on meeting of necessary conditions; or (2) experimenting by sending short packets to test the 
path - you feel that 2 uses more channel time? 
Wim: Yes. Throughput of 2 will eventually become better - the fairness of the LBT in the 
hidden station environment will be better (in this context and for this high load situation - which 
may be less than a percent of the average load seen during a day). 
Chan: Contention docs not detract from message transfer only from the capacity of the channel. 
You have the possibility of loosing some messages while data is being transmilled. 
\\'im: ThGre is a reco\'cry mcthoci available which is only used when data gelS lost- that is pretty 
eCficicnt. 

The ind iv idual station rerformance gr,lphs arc per 5 second test period. 

Submission 91/1 ~5 hJS :ldcll Ion \\,J\ 'cLin st~l!istics. \\'~l\'elan deLI), docs not incrcase clue to the p
!,ersi,tcrll ckl~l\' II hich is ir1\'()KC'ci clilring 1'~Il'K()ll. Tile st:lIlcLlrCl1-persislent CS\f,\/CA is lI':ll'l'lan . 
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Th.: CII"::IlL Lll :','I\.:r :'llllllj.llilJlb C:I1IUI.Il': :\,)\.:1, \\h..::r.: Lll Lr.l!ls[cr a pack':L (mill :,ervC[ LO dienL, 
station sends 6~ byte request and server returns 512 byte data plus the 64 byte acknowledge 
overhead. The throughput calculations are based on the 512 bytes actual data. The handshake 
overhead is not visible on the client-to-server-graphs. In the client-Lo-server simulation the 
overhead of the LBT begins to have a good dfect. The plain CSMA forces recovery to be done at 
a higher level, so the MAC-level recovery protocol recovers much more efficiently. 

Packet error rate reduces because all traffic is going to the server. 50% of the traffic is coming 
from the same address. 

When increasing the distance between networks in the client to server simulations, distance from 
Ihe server becomes significant. Also disl..~ncf': between the two servers becomes dramatically 
important. However the number of stations trying to access the network will be much lower, 
because of waiting for the server delays. 

Discussion: 
Jim Schuessler: In the past we have talked about standardizing on a simulator. Is this a 
candidaLe? 
~mon Black: We might uncover different things by using different tools. 
lim: Yes, but its hard to compare results from different machines. 
Wim: In particular the buffered load model should be used. 
lim: Do you consider the code you wroLe for this LO be public domain? 
Wim: I don't want LO mainLain it - I'll have to think about that. 

In the conclusions, when referring Lo distributed protocols don't get misled by ALOHA! For the 
distributes systems no additional processing needs LO be added for overlapping networks, the 
medium is shared automatically. 

The reason for lost data in the LBT protocol needs to be further explored. Note that if its goal is 
no lost data, it does not succeed. 

Someone asks, does NCR have real data (since Wave Ian exists) - comparison to user data would 
be nice. It might help to judge the realistic-ness of these scenarios. See submission 91/125, replie--s 
Wim - this compares real product data. Although the conditions in that data will not be the same 
as these. A lot of test time would be required to do this in the real environment - I'll think about it. 

There was a brief discussion of the logistics of lunch, assuming we reconvene at 2 PM for the Functional 
Requirements group. This leaves just time for Rajeev to present his submission (since Wim got his 
presentation in done in slightly over 200% of estimated time). 

At 6 PM tonight (or immediately following the afternoon meeting, whichever is later) a small group will 
meet to assemble existing MAC issues. 

Please subscribe to E-mail to allow Dave to easily distribuLe documents between meetings. Individual 
mailing and calling arc impossible to find the time for. Also remember the CA Microwave number 1-
800-2480211 . 

IEEE PS02.11-n/52 On simulating \IAC Protocols, by Rajeev Krishnamoorthy 

Since I couldn't do all of the protocols, it seemed that we needed a common framework for 
comparing results, I like the idea of different simulators, but I think we have to have a common set 
of parameters {or those simulations. Common things like power lcv('\s, interference 
characteristics, etc. 

We need to decide upon what 3rrlications are we modeling - long LO shorL p,lcket ratios, etc. Ken 
rro\'ldecl JlisL 01' :1rplicalions, but if we could rick a !'cw, ancllay down a h,lSic set. 
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1'111 '; flclpcr li sts PHY c1nr:lctcri stics, tr:lI1slllilter and rece iver characteristi cs, traffic characteristics, 
auxiliary protoco l (like how arc we deferring, handoffalgorithms, timeouts, adaptive 
optimizations) . 

Wim Diepstraten asks what about deferral? Rajeev: if you are deferring when the carrier is busy, 
then sending a packet, or if you defer due to collision - I cQnsider those to be the same deferral. 

The parameters of simulation are in the paper. ALOHA is simulated for reference. 

We could continue to vary and plot separation, or we could just agree on a set of separations and 
always plot those. 

Wim asks what exactly is meant by LBT in the paper. Rajeev replies LBT exactly - listen, 
backoff, I-persistent only. See the paper - there were some changes assumed to Ken's LBT and 
these are explained. 

The simulations tried to varied deferral (strategy explained in the paper). There is the question of 
what is the proper place to set deferral maximum. 

Be careful to watch the notation on the charts, it is misleading, so read the text that goes with it. 

Assumptions: throughput does not take into account overhead. 

Wim: in general, slot time refers to packet length for ALOHA, but for others it is the total time 
required to sense a busy network also. Rajeev points out simulations are still in a preliminary 
stage. He is hoping that before going farther we could agree on what aspects we should be 
examining, and how we are going to compare results. KS Natarajan asks if channel capacity, 
should not be a varied parameter, to which Rajeev responds yes - these are exactly the things we 
have to agree on. 

There is some discussion of the possibility of installing a mailing reflector - ie send to one and he 
forwards to others. Also, on the Internet there are many discussion groups run, we could have one. 
Although all good ideas, Dave isn't sure that he can find a machine to use for, but he will see what he can 
do about setting up a reflector, or at very least a group alias. 

General Discussion: 
Chandos Rxvinskj: There has been some mention today of acquisition time. All other 802 
protocols do acquisition in less than 2 octets. If nothing less is acceptable, the modem designers 
should fix that. Some phase lock loop circuits require that - the better the SNR the faster you can 
do that. I expect that we'll do acquisition in 8 bits. We have built crystal controlled 16 mbit/s 
that do acquisition in less. A long preamble assumption is prejudicial against short message 
protocols. This is prejudicial against LBT unfairly. Fact - many of these systems have 
acquisition times of less than 8 bits. 
\'lim Diellstraten: For cable systems, yes. What I wanted to show was the dependency of a 
preamble needed by a certain PHY. For equalization on a high speed PHY a long preamble may 
be needed. 
ChaD.: Eq ualization does not equal acquisition time. 
Wim: But it is part of acquisition time. The MAC level preamble, one of its uses is to cover the 
acquisition time required by the PHY. When r turn on a transmitter and r want acceptable 
conditions at the receive end, it will take some time . 
.chilll: How long? 
\Vim : That is the training time, the acquisition lime. 
Qllin: Acqui si ti on time, unless the re is adaptive acquis ition, is going to be under 8 bits . 
\Vim : Docs no t agree. 
Simon Bl:Jck: This is not something \ve can conclude here. The simple point is that preamble 
length doc s :If'Ccc t :'!AC pcrrorm ancc . Th is is an issue which we will need to talk to the PHY 
grou[1 about. 
\\'im: Yes, but it is an issue wc mu st con sider in simul ation. 
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~: In the order ot' 32 bllS used In European PCS - it is dillercnt as it is a SlOllCd systcm. 

MAC subgroup adjourned at 12:00 noon on the dot, until tomorrow aftcrnoon 

Wed. AM, May 13, 1992 

A brief MAC group meeting because the Functional Requirements group adjourned early. Called to order 
by Chainnan Dave Bagby at 11 :OOam, Jim Schuessler secretary. 

IEEE P802.11·92/49 Adaptive Distributed and Centralized Coordination, by Ken Biba. 

Or "How do small WLANs grow into large WLANs and be good neighbors to other WLANs?". 

Presents asynchronous and time bounded delivery services and two data forwarding methods -
peer and hierarchica1. Therefore, each BSA can have one of four CF • Coordination Functions. 

Wim Diepstraten asks for mUL"'; uehind this. Ken asserts that for market reasons, most near term 
WLAN requirements can be met by an asynchronous distributed CF, but that perhaps a PCF -
Point CF can provide higher network utilization when used with Time Bounded data delivery 
services. He is proposing that low complexity stations can be invented to provide the 
asynchronous only service, and with a very small increment, coexist with a PCF providing Time 
Bounded services. 

Stations that don't provide time based services to their users would only have to obey the rules by 
accepting the beacon MSDU and transmitting at the proper time. 

Ken explains how overlapping BSAs, with the same or differing administrations, coexist in both 
the asynchronous and time bounded, and peer and hierarchical cases. This explanation, of course, 
uses the MAC protocol Ken has proposed to the committee. This is essentially what the rest of the 
paper is about. Given this structure, users can now make trade offs of performance verses 
utilization. 

In addition, Ken asserts that this hybrid protocol is robust (performance degrades gracefully) in the 
face of a wide variety of configurations. 

Wed. PM, May 13, 1992 

MAC subgroup reconvenes after lunch, Dave Bagby back in the chair, Carolyn Heide secretary (sec: 
much thanks to Jim for helping out in my absence.) 

Something related to,but not exactly, IEEE P802.11·92/SS, by Chandos Rypinski 

In Chan's dictionary, listen = whatever information you can determine by listening on the channel 
before you transm it. 

The paper 92/55, "Assumptions That Limit Vslidity in Modeling Listen-Before-Send Access 
~kthods", covers some specific points about propagation. 

Take the subject mattcr and suggest that the generality of Wim 's conclusions (in submission 
92/51) arc much morc bounded than wcre suggested in the papcr. 

Probability plays a big pan. Our rar says 990'c rerccnt of the rlaccs 9()q: r erccnt or the tilnc - wc 
will find lilal i~ rcckles ~ l y ~\Il1hiLJOllS. 
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;11 lading du~ tl) Illullipalh prLIPJgalilll1 th ..: r~ I ~ a 1II111tlo ho w l11u -.: h the palh can fade - on the 
~JPward si de il is boundcd, but it can go a long way on the Jo\\'n side. This l18 s to do with the 
interference of far away stations. If you don't use a Rayleigh curve, it requires justification. There 
are small probabilities of first a weak desired signal. A coverage area is 95 to 99 percent of the 
time - an interfcrence range is just there a few percent. 

Wim suggests that for the signal attenuation desired the curve should be like that, but for the 
interference perhaps the curve should be upside down. Yes, says Chan, there are multiple ways of 
looking at this. 

This is where Chan has a problem with the model in 92/51. Two clusters related as function of 
distance. A cluster size is something about 40 by 80 meters, the distance between clusters is some 
number and if it far enough away the clusters operate with a capacity of both, but as they get close 
and overlap they have some degradation. How close can they get and still operate? Each would 
diminish about 10% - as you bring clusters together they share capacity. He was looking for the 
point where they drop by 10%. As we push them together we diminish the capacity y of the total. 
There is a limit as to how close you can push co-channels - this is well known in radio. The 
important ratio is the coverage radius to the distance between the coverages . A 40m radius at 
space of 400m is a 10 to 1 ratio. An efficient radio is 4 to 1 with an omni-directional antenna. 4 or 
5 times less would be a tremendous loss of capacity. This loss of capacity is just capacity of the 
station, not stressing the interference factor . 

A real situation has many areas used to create complete coverage - how far apart may these areas 
be run with acceptable diminution of capacity. Every area is surrounded by a ring of stations and 
users. The interference from the surrounding ring, the aggregate of all interferers, will decrease the 
capacity more. On a per cluster basis the presence of the ring stations diminishes the capacity of 
the center station. 

What about the space in between the areas? If the co-users have to be some difference apart to 
operate independently. how do you ftIl the space between? Channelization - code space, fceq. etc. 
It is not possible to design the MAC without a strategy foc reuse of channel over and over again. 
You have to have a strategy foc how to reuse. It is very easy to say the antenna must be omni
direction and all stations the same and get suck with a 25 reuse set Another thing happens - in the 
small model presented. the busy situation is clearly defined. BuL when you get the big picture,and 
don't have channel reuse (unchannelized) the busy indication becomes the sum of a very large 
number of systems - you get busy lockout. The range of the system is 4 times greater for busy than 
for service - or it may be worse. The aggregate of all sysLems cause the systems to appear to be 
always busy. If you can never get the channel because its always busy, you have to back off to 
ALOHA - just ignore what you here! The larger the scale of the system the more possible is busy 
lockout. There is a point where there is less loss of capacity from this than from interference. 
There must be a way to include the receive point as well as the transmit point (which is the 
purpose of the 4 -way handshake) . The minute these systems becomc large scale there will be busy 
lockout. 

Access points (AP) and overlapping independent systems have been discussed a lot - Chan 
suggests that an AP also has a privileged antenna location (on the ceiling). If desk antenna don't 
stick abo ve the partition s you arc go ing to communicate by reflection with is bouncy and multi
path for instance. If the AP has a privileged antenna, the range is greater - the propagation is 
be tter. l\'o thing makes radio systcms work beller than pUlling antenna higher. Firs t you getlhe 
improvement of two links with a repeater, but also much lower path loss . The AP will have less 
rejec tion due to mul tipa Lh. 0:0 maLler how people want to have all antenna alike , the benefits of 
the privileged antenna AP will be so great they can 't be ignored. 

It is an a d \' a nt ~l:;~ to h~l\' ~ lh~ prop:lgat ion poor becau se pro[l :lgat ion incrc<1ses th e interrerence 
ran ge. Also th e rri \' ilc ged ~lIlle nna c ln he contro lled becau se the re is on ly one o f it, while there 
Cl re m:lfl y o th e rs - Illuch gre:ilcr sC [l:lr:il iun bet\\ c..: n co nti guous sys tems. A \'e ry important po int. 
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illlcrl'crcncc DCL\I CCIl IIldl\·lLiu.li ,UllLlIl~ L, l1luc:h less llnpOrLal1l Ulan intcrt'crcncc bctwcen APs
stations havc a low duty time, and th~lt will be within the range of the recovery mechanism to deal 
with, 

Discussion: 
Wim: What do you consider is causes the diminished capacity? interference? sharing? 
.Cb..an: In your case a sharing phenomenon - a capacity division. In a lager model you will also 
have false busy added to that. An interference limited system is more than just interference. It is 
one in which the channel is assumed to have signal at all time - you can communicate when the 
desired signal is above the permanent signal. 
Wim: What is "space in between" when you have a completely homogeneous environment -
even attenuation as a function of distance in all directions - around the 400 m (the distance 
considered in Chan's example diagram)? 
Chan: Wall loss is an asset in planning the system 
Wim: The simulation approach was to simulate a homogeneous environment You have to share 
that channel oyer that large an area - that will be a function of the carrier sense leyel. You 
indicated that the busy lockout - that leyel is something you can put a threshold on, so you don't 
have a fixed relation between them. You can control it and play with it for optimization 
Chan: It is a parameter that can be changed for optimization - I don't favour that. 
Ken B iba: Dim inution of capacity - when two networks are separated you get spatial reuse of 
bandwidth. As they get close together you get bounded by sharing (if each is 1 meg, separate 
they are 2. On top of each other they are 1.) 
Chan: Eventually you have to share capacity to the point where the capacity is less than one of 
them operating autonomously. Code space, freq space, time division separation into channels 
have been discussed - we are going to divide some way, it should be done in the MAC - not by 
physical means . 
.&m: Improving one homogeneous system by adding channelization is the right solution. Make it 
work for one, then divide it up. Continuous busy - you raise the aggregate noise if you have lots 
of nodes and create this false busy. We can do more than analog busy, such as preambles for 
busy digitally detected. 
dlan: We can improve not fix the situation. 
Jim Schuessler: But ;,reamble decreases overall capacity. 
Kro: We should build a system that wouldn't like to be channelized. 
Wim: What you showed here are the sharing fundamentals for a single channel system - you are 
right. 
~: You must accept the capacity degradation or channelize. If we divide the spectrum we are 
assigned into channels we degrade capacity anyway. 
John Eng: Two networks in the same building - the more people (with networks) that move in 
the worse the performance gets. The building gets full and nothing works. 
Qlan: The sum of the iDlerlocking coverages needs to be less than the full capacity. It will be 
hard to get the kind of capacity that video needs - if their traffic is so great that it stresses the 
capacity they can get more by cooperating (the shopping mall syndrome). 20 Mbit/s to 80 mbit/s 
per user per hour, but bursty is what Chan has been modeling with - that doesn't even begin to 
tax the system. The system must be designed for the peak - the nonloaded case is a non issue. 
Where are the limits? 
Wim: What is the probability oC the high load oyer a certain period? It san be a peak that lasts 
Cor a short duration. You can deal with that by accepting reduced per station throughput for that 
duratiun. How much will that allee, the average throughput of the total system? If you are 
dealing with that, then the question is, is my system able to work in that overload environment. 
We have to look at the stability in that situation. 
Ch~ln: It has to be stable - you can cli[l a pe~d-:: or s[lread it. The algorithm must decide - whatever 
the strategy is it should not be random 
R ~lien' Krl\ilnJm(lllI'lllI: \\'kll do mean by clip and spread: 
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.G:d.u: Ql":U~ e) l '~,Il,l .1.\ ,llliil e; .)~i"'. ke . \\ ',lil ing li llle occurs on lhe queue: . LimiL is aL whaL po im 
is the wailin g lime unacceptable. Wailing time access of 2 holding times (te transmission times) 
is normal. The wailing time must be predicable. It is possible to specify waiting time in some 
statistical way. 
Wim : Privileged antenna - you say it is important that the AP should have one (ie high up). 
1Joesn't that harm you because your neighbour's AP is high too, so you increase their 
interference with each other. 
Qlan: That is important. For a station to successfully receive from an AP requires only that the 
desired signal overrides the interference by a certain amount. My resolution is that if stations are 
too close together to operate simultaneously they must operate sequentially. Because of no 
channelization my system has all the bandwidth, so time sequencing is capacity increasing. 
Wim: Without increasing the capacity? 
Qllm: I'm holding capacity fixed - at least as compared with a channelized system. A case will 
exist where sla tions are lao close together to transmit simultaneously and that must be dealt with 
logically. Code space instead of frequency space can be used. 
Wim : My simulations do take all this into account. You are now addressing what are the sharing 
fundamentals . 
Qllm: We arc indebted to you for that work, you stated the assumptions up front which is 
refreshing. 

IEEE P802.11-92/58 Sample MAC group Issue Form and Some current and previous issues as 
captured from Wim, Dave, Simon, Nat, Jim, Fran~ois in ad-hoc meeting evening of 5/13/92 

A sample form for issues has been created and is the first part of the document Fran~ois Simon is 
in charge of the issue log, and the rest of the document contains the issues the group came up with. 

Wim DieDstraten: Can there be a hierarchy of issues? 
dave: It is almost impossible to sort them such. They are inter-related. Some issues get assigned 
to groups and the groups get confused. 
John Corey: A lot of current submissions bring up issues. One thing that would be useful on a 
submission, if it would call out specific issues the author feels it raises. The backup to issues 
may be documents. 
Dave Ba~by: Organizing these is a manual job. Referring to issues in documents is a great idea. 
The issue log will go out occasionally. We should give the log a document number, rather than 
each issue. Issues will be numbered within the log for easy reference. 
Fran~ois Simon: At each meeting we can bring a set of the issues blanks and distribute for 
people to fill in, like the attendance book. 
Wim : On this list are items answered by the functional requirements document. 
~: We should perfunctorily address them 
Wim: We could have a state of adopted, but not closed. 
~: This evening, think about issues and what to do next meeting. MAC/PHY interface for 
instance need addressing . Please get papers for us to focus on. 
Chandos Rypinski: I brought a revision of the 21 points to the last meeting, that was more 
structured than the original. I'm not prepared to present that now, but r would like to revisit those 
21 points . 
Simon Black: There are th ings in Chan' s paper that are issues 
Dave: Sounds like there is an issue as to whether we have a set of criteria We need to get some 
frame we can expand into a standard . 
.c.hilll: 802.9 did a grea t job format-wise . They address questions: voice/data integration, object
oriented management slIucture, c lC . I could edit that down to a skeleton 
Da ve: Give us lh:ll :lIlLl a justiric~ltio n of wh y you think its good. 
Cb2u: [ \\ ill dO:1 Corm :llld bo ile r pla te wi th no co nLent. 
\\'im : Too ls spcc iCi ca li on (ie ror doclim enL~)') 
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D~l\e. H,lW about sOllle \Cl.,IOllllt' .'.\S-\\urt! because we seelll to be able to exchange these files 
e:lsily between \'ersions and machine types. Pictures become a problem, but for text this works 
well. 
Francois: Should we do coordinated work [or standard frames, or submit? 
Dave: Whatever happens - we can pull pieces and mix and match if you do things. 
Jim Schyessler: There are good ANSI examples too - but we might intruduce complexity that we 
don't need. So use a big knife when you pare these down. 
Francois: Less is better in this case . 
.Yli;.: There is also an IEEE submittal standard kit. Look at it to try to keep to it as much as 
possible. I'll see if copies can be obtained - at least for the editors and subgroup chairs. To order 
this kit contact: 

Michelle Bauer 
Staff Assistant 
IEEE 
908 562-3808 (phone) 
908562-1751 (fax) 

Carolyn Heide: About issues - are we just going to have this list sitting around and mark things 
off as we come to them, ::-- ~r~ we actually going to walk down the list addressing each issue. 
~: We will address them all one by one. The reason I asked for things that should be 
addressed at the next meeting is that way we can choose which issue to address first. 
lim.: At least we should try to group the issues by topic. 
~: There is a way to specify related topics. 
Francois: Issues will cover several topics too. What should the issue be directed at - the 
functional requirements, the architecture, the draft standard, the conformance test suite - should 
issues refer to these? 
~: I don't know. The PRY group adopt this issue procedure as well, they borrowed the flow 
chart for it today . 

Thurs. AM May 14, 1992 

Reconvened at 8:45. Dave Bagby in the chair. Carolyn Heide secretary. Brief interruption from Vic to 
find out how many people want copies of the venue for the next meeting. Lots of people do, so he will 
get the copies made. He has already faxed in a request for the standards development kit. 

This is a MAC meeting. but the PHY group is mostly are here because they have no room in which to 
meet. Bruce Tuch is going to give a brief overview from PHY. Take it away Bruce ... 

This was a put down everything you think a MAC/pHY interface might need -

signalling classes: 

1. data - packet linked 

2. control - packet linked 

3. management info 

each of these has sub-items (see the PHY minutes) 

Discussion: 
lohn Corey: This is info thatLJansits the fl.IAC/pHY interface? 
.!2..oJ.IT: Yes, bi-directionally. 
~,lthan Silberm:ln: We listed all the functions we thought needed to be communicated. Then we 
discussed how that information was going to be transferred. 
Ch:lndm R\'rinski: Was j:lbber control seen as a control - isn't that a function that should be 
entirely within the PHY'.' 
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GrucC: It could be, \'12 kl\'C to dl~cus~ thc~e things. 
\':1!h;lrl: We optc"i to put everything into the list then delete it later. 
Jim Schuessler: Was there discussion of what was in the data band and what was out? Are 
control and management on a separate channel? 
~: We didn't determine that. 
1i..!!l: Next you will decide what is real-time? 
~ Next is to determine what we really need - if the MAC doesn't need it we won't spend 
time deciding on how to transfer it. 

Bruce puts up an issue list - of issues only relevant to the MAC/PRY interface (see the PRY 
minutes). Channel is defined as an orthogonal thing - they coexist but don't interfere. 

Nathan points out returning number of tries to send a packet may be a good thing to return to the 
MAC so that the MAC can do something like use the DSS to get assistance from another AP. 

John Corey asks if diagnostic issues addressed and Bruce says we didn't discuss that. That may be 
exclusively a PHY issue and this is interface issues only. 

PHY group also adopted tne Issue procedure. Dave Bagby points out the sample issue form in 
IEEE 802.11-92/58. Bruce presented the list ofPHY expected contributions for next meeting (see 
PHY minutes). 

Dave suggests that the MAC group should take that issue list to ensure that they get attention 

Nathan points out that how are bOlh layers going to communicate with the management layer - the 
side layer that covers both - is an issue. What are the physical and logical functions that are going 
to go there? 

IEEE 802.11·92/58· issues list section 

Note that the numbers on this list are just to make discussion easier, they are not issue numbers. As only 
about half the group has read it, we will pause for a few minutes for people to read it and jot down 
anything that it brings up. 

New Issues 

I) Channels (pHY group) 

(I) same channel/AP 

(2) different channel/AP 

(3) both of 1&2 

2) if l.2/1.3/l.4 supported then do we support seamless handover? (pHY group) 

3) define seamless (pHY group) 

4) is mac support needed for antenna diversity (pHY group) 

5) is mac support needed for power control (PHY group) 

6) docs the phy perform or support the security function (PHY group) 

7) do we supply a phy type to the mac (PHY group) 

S) is mac/phy exchange needed to supply network management information (PHY group) 

9) docs the mac supply a packet number to the phy (PHY group) 

10) is data rate :lgility only a ph)' matter (PHY group) 

II) \,hat are thc environillents including station speed (PHI' group) 
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13) is the lay~r !hal provides ph:' indep~nd~nce the same as the mac/phy interface or not. (Dave) 

Discussion: 
Chandos RYDinski: Assume that it is by default - "where are .he problems in doing that" should 
be the issue. Assume so and look for problems. 
~: Don't assume the answer in phrasing question. 
John Corey: Can there be PHY independence, allowing for multi-phy, without affecting the 
interface. Could I switch PHYs without telling the mac? 
~: That is included in this issue. 

14) what the dss functions needed. (Dave) 

Discussion: 
1Qhn: in #42 (document 92/58) does "internals of the dss" means functions? 
Dave: I think that means how does the dss work. Let's not spend too much time getting the 
wording straight. 
lim: But we need lO make sure everyone understands the points. 
Dave: Could the issue log edilOr sort the issues out so that there is less overlap - we give him the 
licence to rephrase and combine? 
Franfi:ois: yes. 
[The group also agrees to give him that licence.) 

15) what mac users olher than LLC do we want to support. (John Corey) 

16) what are the logical and physical functions required to communicate to the management layer. 
nat what is the relationship between mac phy and network management? (?) 

17) what are the trades offs in efficiency between a connection oriented protocol versus running 
time bounded data over a connectionless protocol. (?) 

18) what kind of services will be supported with the time bounded services. (Don Johnson) 

19) where shall the connection and connectionless services by integrated - the mac or llc or 
somewhere else. (Chandos Rypinski) 

20) what is the algorithm for managing the partitioning of capacity between the time bounded and 
asynchronous services. (Chan) 

21) what is roaming? what is handoff - same as #12. (John) 

22) do all stations and all infrastructures support the time bounded service. (Simon Black) 

23) what kind of error recovery mechanisms are to incorporated into the mac. (?) 

24) do we intend to define or limit the max number of stations in a BSS due to media 
characteristics, (Nathan Silberman) 

:'5) is the ds interface at the m<lc or the phy. or both (John) 

26) what is the stralegy for capacil)' control. (\Vim Diepstraten) 

27) whal is the mac frame structure, (Jim Schuessler) 

28) whal are the rerCormance requiremenls of the ds, (John) 

\loving off new issucs, let's detcrmine what do we do at the July meeting? This will hclr us focus on 
Sl) ll1~ srecilic issues, \Ie. ch~lirman s suggestions: 

I, I S~ lI': log tl esh out: add altcrnalives: add reo/con argllm~l1ts . 

~ . C-: l inc \lAC/PHY inlcrl'acc, 
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John ": sequence or issues - should lh ~y b~ ordered sOlll ehow ? 
Fr:l nco is: A lot of issues arc rcL\tccl/duplicaled. The~' will be concatenated, or listed together at 
least. Seems like now we arc doing MAC/PHY interface - arc we going to do this together or is 
the PHY doing it LOO? 
~: Lets keep separate MAC and PHY issue lists. If issues are on both, who cares for now. 
SirnQn: We have a good handle on what async service means and its implications. We don't have 
a good handle on the time bounded service and the services we need to provide have a large 
impact on the things you have said we need to discuss next. So we need to address this early. It 
is a substantial issue that should be handled early on. 
John Corey: There are a number of very large issues like this that we have to address first or we 
could waste a lot of time. 

4. What does time bounded mean (#9 from 92/58) 

John Eng: This goes back to the functional requirements. Without those requirements tied down 
we can 't do the architecture. 
John Corey: Back to allowing options in the standard - how you let cost (dollars, spectrum, etc) 
effect yo ur decisions . This is one of those things that must be seLLlcd early. 

5. Set policy regarding options in the standard. 

Nathan: Cost is a four letter word that may not be discussed, historically in 802. 
John Corey: Budget would be a better word - not just dollars - spectrum, power consumption. 
What are the trade offs in evaluating the choices I want to make. If we make an optional system 
people can build conform ant equipment that implements a subset and can be more portable or 
whatever. Maybe we need a call for a submissions that describes how to do the trade oCfs. IE the 
semiconductor people may be able to tell us, to get all the functions into a chip you can or 
cannot do it. We need information - not answers. 
~: You are looking from viewpoint of the person answering the question. 
101m: Just resolving the options policy will help. 
s.il.lli2ll: What is the conformance level is another way to phrase this options question. Are there 
classes of conformance? We ~ave to write a conformance test standard at some point. 
Francois: According to the international standard (ISO) for conformance - if you state that your 
product has an option, your product must be tested according to the standard. If you implement 
that option you must adhere to the standard - the entire option. 
~: Is a conformance class an option? 
~: Modem analogy - if there was a modem standard (ha,ha). Supposing the options were 300, 
1200 or 9600 bit/so You could say you are conformant if you had the 1200 option - you cannot 
say and I have two out the 3 things required to do 9600 so I am conformant with that too. 

Attempting to find out which of the 5 items listed above for consideration is most important, we vote. 

On which of 2,4,5 is the most important (item - vote count): 2 -12; 3 - 4; 4 - 0; 5 -6 . 

Carolyn Heidc objects that 5 is not a MAC group issuc, it is a plcnary issuc. Dave rcsponds ok, so we will 
go to Vic and insistlhatlhc plcnary mects on il. 

On fhc second most 2nd most important (iteri - votc) : 2 - 6; 3 - 1; 4 - 4; 5 - 10. 

So, we had beller so ~ and 5. 

Ho\\' Ill:tny reoric think lh:ll nexl ill1rllrl~lnt is 3 ovcr 4 (11). The othcr way around (10) 

Disclission: 
"Jlh:ln: Since .,\ c J.,.lh)\\, \\ lut '\·c :lre ~oillg lO :ltitiICSS, «In we dccide whal wc should havc reaely 
lO discu:;s it'.' 
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subjccl and consider lhem above any o lhe rs, 
John 7: How can we handle allY one or these issues without the o thers? 
llllli:..Q.: It does h:lI'e to be done in cl e Lail. 
Don Johnson : First you have to decide whether the interface is a boundary, Make a decision and 
change it only if new information. 
Dave: We are not looking for details, just generic decisions and a lot of questions. Like - are we 
[;oing to move data across this interface. 
John ?: Isn't tliis more a subject for subgroups. As opposed to 5, which is more of a full working 
group argument subject. 
~: We arc going to make sure 5 gets handled in a plenary, early. Within the MAC group we 
will talk MAC/l-'HY interface. And if there are some people who want to do 4, they can do it. 
That's how the agenda will be structured. So - look at the issues list, think of issues on these 
subjects, 

There is some discussion of the re lative impact of 3 and 4. The emphasis is on what affects the 
MAC/pHY interface. What issues affect the MAC/pHY: 1,2,3, 6(?), 8, 9(?), ... in trying to continue we 
find there is some serious discussion about whether each item affects it. 

It seems diflicult to determine what issues are relevant to the categories to be addresses next meeting. 
Maybe the right thing is to let people decide [or themselves and submit things that are relevant according 
to their own judgement. If you think an issue is relevant to the interface, say so in a paper. There should 
be some papers defining what intelligence lives on which side of the interface. 

Vic wants to know if there will a Monday morning meeting in July? Overwhelming consensus is no 
because of the long weekend. 

Possible contributions for next meeting: 

- Jim Schuessler: How we accommodate both smart and dumb phys. There is a market for both 
types of products which are 802.11 confonnant. How the interface should allow provision for 
both. 

- Franyois Simon: Model of MAC/pHY interface architecture, based on the OSI model. 

- Nathan Silberman: Options and choices for the MAC/pHY interfaces. 

- Wim Diepstraten: Functional requirements of MAC/PHY interface 

- John Corey: Appropriate description of handoff (functional requirements submission) 

- Jim (for National Semiconductor): Something regarding time bounded definitions. 

General Discussion 
Wim: Do we have enough feeling for the components and detail of 802.11 function to make the 
decision about options in the standard? 
~: I don't know. Since next meeLing is plenary thrre will be a lot more discussion too, new 
opinions. 
John : Arc we go ing to lilllit the number of PHYs. o r will we continue to accept ne w PHY types 
as people come lip wi Lh Lhe m? 
Dave: In the past there has been resistance to cut-off dates. One of the des ign criLeria is a MAC 
Lhat deals wilh mulLiple PHYs, so new PHYs can be adopted. 
Do n Johnson: 802,3 adop ted a se t o f c riteria yo u had to go th ro ugh befo re you could submit a 
new PHY. 

\IAC slIhgrollp adjollrned:ll II :~n .~\T. 
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